HEALING ANIMALS ORGANISATION
Winter HAO Newsletter
Dear HAO Friends
Welcome to our winter HAO Newsletter and first HAO Mindful Living Now. 2020 has certainly been
a year of changes and transition for many, yet within these changes opportunities have arisen to
perhaps live an improved, more awakened life. We have found ourselves adapting to these
enforced changes, perhaps working more locally, unable to travel, feeling a greater sense of
gratitude for our loved ones and finding solace in the natural environment. Here at HAO we were
able to continue with face to face delivery once schools were re-opened successfully delivering
every single course and module. We adhered to government guidelines and were delighted to get
back to business. We could not have done this without your trusted support, for which we thank you
all whole heartedly. We have been using this time to look at things differently moving forward with
your continued development at HAO. Currently, we are successfully delivering our monthly Circle
via Zoom, to be more inclusive to everyone, no matter how far away you are! We have animal
friends join us from all over the world, rather than just those that can access Chealsfield. We urge
you as part of our Tribe to join us in these powerful monthly meditation and healing sessions.
READ MORE

Look out and scroll down for HAO 2021
Diplomas - CPD Workshops - short courses
Calendar of Events - Meditation Evenings
ZOOM Tutorials and HAO fundraising

Love the PPE Betty, but have your read the
HAO Guidelines?

Spaces available
1yr Diploma in Animal Healing and Communication

HAO Adventure into Mindfulness

September 2021

Wednesday 27th January at 7.30 pm
Following on from our real life stories of inspiration Would you like to experience more presence and
inner peace in 2021? We are inviting you to join our
lovely Zoom evening “Adventure into Mindfulness”
with Elizabeth Whiter HAO & Diane Stanton Qualified Mindfulness Teacher.

1yr Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication
March 2022
Vocational animal and equine modules held in Sussex
Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org
or detailed prospectus and application form

We will explore how Meditation, Mindfulness and
Relaxation practices can create awareness in the
present moment. Take some time out to nurture
yourself, as a pure act of loving kindness.
Mindfulness can help you to understand that whilst
you have no control over external events - you always
have a choice in how you respond.
It is that choice that liberates.
We hope that you will feel inspired to join us!
Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for Zoom link

ZOOM Animal Healing and Creative Meditation for
HAO Members £8
Proceeds to animal rescue centres. To attend and donate at:https://www.healinganimals.org/healing-animals-organisation-fundraising/

The first Tuesday of the month 7- 8.30pm
2021: 5th Jan, 2nd Feb, 2nd March, 6th April, 4th May, 1st
June, 6th July, 3rd Aug, 7th Sept, 5th Oct, 2nd Nov, 7th Dec
This is a self-development class where you can perfect your meditation,
creative visualisation skills and process your emotions in a safe and
magical location with fellow HAO healers. Halt the chattering mind and
take time out from phones and computers. Share experiences with likeminded people, ground our channelled thoughts and set intentions. The
monthly distant healing circle is fast becoming a very powerful healing
tool to galvanise us and hone our healing skills.
Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for the Zoom link
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Welcome to our Winter Newsletter continued During Lockdown it became very apparent that Nature can really be our greatest healer, a simple walk in the
woods can boost your white blood cells, as we breath in those wonderful phytoncides, the essential oils produced
by trees and other plants to protect themselves against dis-ease. This has been scientifically proven to help boost
our immunity, decrease stress, reduce cortisol levels and increase our overall well-being. What better reasons do
you need for a Mindful Walk observing your local natural environment? Perhaps you have even discovered new
walks and nature reserves in your area that you didn’t have time to appreciate before. Here at HAO we now have
our beautiful tree meditations for you to purchase and download. These were created during Lockdownan inspirational connection with these fabulous guardians of nature.
There are activities that we can still participate in at this time to boost our well-being and improve the welfare of
our beautiful animal friends. We would like to share with you just how some of our beautiful HAO Graduates have
enriched both themselves and others during this Lockdown. In this edition, we have gathered their real-life
inspirational stories of Volunteering during Lockdown coupled with the HAO Mindful Living Guide.
Before you continue reading –We suggest you choose a comfortable chair, make yourself a cuppa and perhaps
have a lovely cake too! Just really enjoy the moment whilst you read through this lovely inspirational edition on
Mindfulness and Lockdown Joy –making a difference, feeling a sense of purpose in serving others. We at HAO
believe that Life is about giving. We hope these beautiful stories and the Mindfulness tips will encourage you to
do something just for yourself in 2021. This could easily be Volunteering, living more mindfully, perhaps studying
Mindfulness or other skills to enhance your CPD further. We have some fabulous courses coming up for you in
2021. Whatever you decide we hope that 2021 will bring you more purpose, joy and ease. Now sit back and enjoy!
The essence of Mindfulness - Where we focus our attention is where our energy goes.
As a Light worker, it is essential to take care of our own energy first. In taking care of ourselves we are clearly
demonstrating through practice that “self-care” is essential to move into alignment with who you really are. Mindfulness encourages you to be present with what is within and around you at this moment in time. We start by
moving into a space of non- judgement of the “self” for there is no perfect pathway, your purpose lies uniquely
within you. We can create new possibilities through an awareness of our habitual reactions. Life is a gift in which
we are honoured to co-create, we always have choices. As, whilst we cannot control the external factors in our
environments, we always have choices in how we respond, this creates a sense of freedom and liberty within,
a true sense of purpose and peacefulness.
A more Mindful way of Living can support you to handle stress in your life with new perspective. Therefore, we are
aiming to be more present in our environment by increasing our awareness, so that we can respond to situations
with greater understanding using our conscious power of choice rather than reacting automatically. This is how we
can really begin to make changes to our feelings, thoughts and behaviour through the power of Awareness.
“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got.” – Mark Twain
I do believe that everything is possible, that everything in our experience happens for a reason – it has been the
contrast and challenges in my own life that have led to my own healing and awakening. I will be forever grateful to
those experiences and the opportunity to see learning within all situations. I have followed my heart and
experienced massive transformation through Mindfulness. In China where practices of mindfulness have been
practised for thousands of years there is no word to differentiate between heart and mind! Therefore, Mindfulness
is simply Heartfulness…. We are so much more than our physical self we are mental, emotional and spiritual
beings too. The mind body connection is our most powerful tool, it is through the conscious practices of
Mindfulness that we can learn to become our own best friend. Every one of you beautiful HAO graduates can
congratulate yourselves for the time and commitment you have taken to serve others. In order to serve others best
we firstly need to give a portion of that Loving Kindness to ourselves. Mindfulness is a beautiful way of Living, the
practice of awareness and focusing our attention on what we do want changes our reality. It is the act of coming
into the present moment free of all preconceived ideas that creates the space to connect with your dreams.
Mindfulness Practice has been scientifically proven to stimulate the Parasympathetic Nervous System producing
feelings of relaxation that create balance “homeostasis” in the body to restore good health, rejuvenate, heal and
conserve energy. It keeps the body calm and centred and helps it to recover at a cellular level. When we are
relaxed, we can see things more clearly and our responses will be different. This is the normal resting state for the
body – however if we keep triggering our Sympathetic Nervous System – the fight or flight stress responses it does
not get enough rest and repair time. Therefore, it is so important to regularly activate the PNS within the body.
You may well ask how to do this - if it is automatic? In response both Meditation and Mindfulness are excellent
tools to promote a calm relaxed state of mind and activate the PNS. When we can consciously activate the PNS
through mediation & Mindful living experiences we are actively enhancing our health and well-being.
I would like to share with you mindfulness techniques and relaxation skills that you can use to activate a sense of
calm and relaxation. This takes practise to see things more clearly and be more present. Mindful Living is a way of
living your life with more focus and clarity. Starting these practices is like learning any other new skill like learning
a new language for example – you cannot just attend classes and not use it or you will forget it! Mindful Living
requires practice – Daily if possible – it may just be a few minutes a day to start with and over time it will become
more naturally part of your being.
If you feel interested in exploring how Mindfulness could support you further, join us on Wednesday 27th January
at 7.30pm.

Please email me at
elizabeth@healinganimals.org
for further information
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RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE

RELAX HAOK9 MASSAGE®

This could be YOU!

This could be YOU!
This extra healing modality for our canine friends is
extremely popular and books up fast
Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org

The RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE course
dovetails beautifully with the Diploma in Equine and is
being very well received by equine rescue centres,
private stables, riding schools, and individual clients.
We ran three RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE
fundraiser demos at Moorcroft Race Horse Rehab
Centre in 2019 and raised £3,000. Great for equine
healers to add this modality to their toolkit and combine
healing with equine massage. If you have completed
the Diploma in Equine and would like to join the HAO
Equine Massage course please email me at
elizabeth@healinganimals.org for more details.

Dr Rohini Sathish BVSC & AH MSC MRCVS Chief Veterinary
Adviser MHAO has this to say...
“As a veterinary surgeon and animal lover, I greatly
welcome HAO graduates and students to volunteer their
services to animals in rescue and rehabilitation. Team
work is everything! Don’t hold back, follow your dreams
and share your healing skills with animals in your care.
I look forward to seeing you on an HAO outreach project
soon!”

Holistic Integrative Veterinary Surgeon & Co Author You Can Heal Your Pet
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DATE FOR YOUR DIARY SATURDAY 8 MAY 2021
Join us at Chealsfield for a 6K HAO sponsored spring walk in aid of the
new Capuchin Enclosure at Monkey Haven.
Due to Covid 19 we could not celebrate our own HAO 15th Anniversary in
2020 and so we have decided to have a celebration HAO sponsored
fundraiser walk followed by tea and cakes on the 8th May.
Please email for details at elizabeth@healinganimals.org

HAO have been working very successfully at Monkey Haven offering sensory
and foods enrichments to the primate troops for the last two years. We are
passionate to help further, especially as animal rescue centres had to close
down during lockdown and have lost vital funds to help look after their charges.
To mark Monkey Haven’s 10th birthday, they are raising money for the
mischievous monkeys who’ve been with them since the beginning – the WhiteThroated Capuchins. Every penny will go towards creating a ‘monkey mansion’
for the fun loving family, with a pond for them to splash each other, and a
wooden boat to clamber over. They will then use their existing enclosure to
home more rescued animals in need of loving care. This is a big project and it
will cost £30,000 – so we need your help HAO! They are funded entirely by
public donations – so every penny you fundraise for will make a difference and
help them to reach their goal.
Kelly from Monkey Haven had this to say “We have been longing to build a
bespoke home for our cute and curious capuchin troop for a few years now, but
sadly due to Covid and loss in revenue, our dream has become less of a reality
for 2020 and our fundraising efforts have become hard to pursue.
However with the group desperately needing extra space we will now be
running the appeal through 2021 in the hope we can still raise some much
needed funds to build them a fun-filled home they fully deserve.
We are enormously grateful to Liz and all of her loyal HAO supporters in
helping us fundraise.
Every penny makes such a difference in helping us achieve our goal and from
the bottom of our hearts we are so appreciative of your efforts and can't thank
you all enough.”

You Can Heal Your Pet: The Practical Guide
To Holistic Health And Veterinary Care
Paperback

Elizabeth Whiter and Dr Rohini Sathish
Buy Now from Amazon
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Diploma in Equine Sensory Enrichment 2021
AnimalChoices® Equine Practitioner
This could be YOU!

This is a unique course for HAO graduates and current students of the Diploma in
Equine Healing based on the extensive training, twenty five years+ experience and work
undertaken by Elizabeth Whiter in her international sensory equine practice. This will be
a fun and inspiring course on Equine Sensory and Food Enrichment for general
wellbeing.
The practical 4 day training course in July is combined with
online tutorials and an E-Learning module. Students can
also help equine owners and carers make an informed
choice about the sensory and nutritional benefits of equine
self-selection using culinary herb infused oils, hydrosols,
tree browse, fresh/dried herbage and specific plant
remedies on this course.

Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information

Practical Dog Training Skills
Michelle Garvey MHAO

This could be YOU!
This practical based workshop is only open to HAO students and graduates of the Diploma in Animal Healing.
Throughout the day we will be working with a variety of canine guests in the healing barn and sand school.
Michelle will be demonstrating simple techniques and exercises in which we can incorporate into our canine
healing work.
Training techniques
Equipment
Teaching the basics
Enrichment and games
A comprehensive set of notes
Online refresher Videos of Michelle and Claude
There are only 10 places available to maximise student learning.

Email elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information
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Charlotte, HAO student helps run ELI for Animals in Romania and
share with you her passion for volunteering and how you can
volunteer too!
Eli for Animals is a registered Romanian charity founded by Claudia Dumitru in 2013.
The charity offers refuge for stray dogs and cats in Bucharest, Romania. The sanctuary
was built on land at Claudia's home and houses approximately 45 permanent dogs
who cannot be rehomed due to age, health and behaviour. Claudia rescues stray
animals in danger and often has puppies dumped outside her house in bags. These
dogs are thankfully later rehomed in the UK, Germany and Holland through various
organisations the charity works with. A big focus for the charity is to run regular spay
and neuter campaigns to prevent future unwanted litters.

In September 2013 I stumbled across some information online about the plight of
dogs in Romania and I just knew I had to do something to help. I found myself
agreeing to foster a dog who travelled to me just a couple of weeks later.
After successfully fostering I discovered Eli for Animals and messaged to ask if I could
volunteer in Romania. The trip all came about quickly and by November I was
travelling solo to Romania, a country I barely knew anything about and had been
pre warned to be vigilant for my safety. I certainly had mixed emotions when I stepped
off the plane but this trip turned out to be one of the best decisions I have ever made.
The trip was eye opening but in those days I met such kind people who welcomed me
with open arms and were eager to show me their world. I discovered Claudia was
once a high flying business woman in the corporate world and had given it all up to
help stray dogs. For some years she volunteered for a charity and not long before my
visit she had set up her own charity Eli for Animals. 7 years later I am actively
involved in running Eli for Animals with Claudia who is now one of my best friends.
Prior to Covid I was travelling to Romania 2-4 times a year self-funded to spend time
with our dogs and to help other rescuers in Bucharest.
January this year I started my animal healing diploma. Prior to the diploma I had been
feeling drained. As I am the main contact in the UK for the charity; everything would
fall on my shoulders and I often had issues to sort, as well as needing to work to earn
a living too! Starting the diploma has been life changing for me in itself and has also
given me the vision of how it can help our beautiful dogs in Romania, especially the
long term sanctuary dogs.
At the beginning of March I managed to fit in a quick trip to Romania. It was a different
trip than usual, not just because the country was starting to lockdown due to Covid
but because I had my new found knowledge from the HAO Diploma and went to
Romania with the intention of spending as much time as possible with our sanctuary
dogs giving them healing. The visit enabled me to carry out a couple of my case
studies for the Diploma. One of the dogs for my case study was Theo, a fearful dog
I have known since 2014 who is a permanent sanctuary dog. I have never had much
interaction with Theo as she would hang around in the background and only come to
me for treats. I never got to spend much time with her either as we always had a busy
schedule. I sat near Theo at the sanctuary for our healing session and to my
amazement she wanted to interact with me. I ended up healing her hands on for the
majority of the session and received some beautiful communication. Grounding and
attuning myself to enable me to offer healing to the dogs was fantastic. It allowed me
to really be in the moment with them with no worries or concerns about what was
going on in the world around us.
I also bought some tinned sardines from the local supermarket, something the dogs
have never had. This was particularly good for the senior dogs and they lapped it up.
One small senior dog called Finley had only been rescued the week before after he
was found abandoned outside a supermarket near a busy highway. I instantly took a
shine to Finley and he ended up travelling to me in July. He is now my long term
foster dog as he has some health issues. I was able to send him distant healing and
reassurance during his journey to me and when he first arrived he lapped up healing
which really helped to settle him in his new home.
Continued next page

Charlotte, HAO student helps run ELI for Animals in Romania and
share with you her passion for volunteering and how you can
volunteer too!
At the beginning of the year Claudia rescued an orphaned lamb called Trixie from the
middle of a national road. It was fascinating to spend time with Trixie and feel her
gentle energy. Through communication she told me she was happy but would like a
friend of her own species since sheep are flock animals after all.
A few weeks later an orphaned lamb turned up at Claudia's house called Misty and
now both girls are happily living in Claudia's yard as part of the Eli team!
I’m itching to get back out to Romania as soon as I can. I’m excited to introduce
Animal Choices Oils and hydrosols to the dogs. I want to enrich the lives of the
sanctuary dogs as much as I can. They are safe and loved but the sanctuary is the
only home they have and the more we can enrich their lives the better.
I can’t wait for Liz to join me on a trip to Romania to show her the beautiful country
I now regard as my second home.
I hope this inspires other HAO members to come out and volunteer with us.

Fantastic volunteering work Charlotte! At HAO we are looking forward to
joining Charlotte in Romania in 2021 Covid/travelling permitting.

If you are interested in joining us email elizabeth@healinganimals.org
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This could be you in 2021
please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information

NEW! HAO WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

CPD

2 day Practical Sensory Enrichment Training with certification
*Work with primates and wild animals at a leading primate rescue centre in the
UK incorporating Liz’s ground breaking enrichment programmes.
*Liz will be teaching you about food and sensory enrichments from her extensive
overseas travels working with wild animal outreach projects.
*You will forage, prepare the enrichments and with Liz and Anthea HAO Graduate,
offer them to our primate friends.
*Utilise these valuable HAO skills to offer enrichments when volunteering
overseas at animal rescue centres.
*Online video footage and detailed notes available to equip students before and
after their training.

For maximum individual tuition this course is only offered
to 4 graduates at a time
Email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org
for further information and booking form
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Daisy Graduate HAO healer was inspired to follow her heart’s desire to foster cats
I started fostering after my beautiful kitten sadly died in a road traffic accident. I mainly foster
pregnant cats & their kittens and adult cats too. Once the kittens are gone, mum is still always
there.
I love cat fostering! I get to give them all I can, spoiling them with treats, healing and affection,
offering self-selection of the best herbal remedies, good food, healing and the wonderful
communication shared. I am blessed to observe the journey that every kitten has from birth to its’
wonderful new home. I am there every step of the way, watching them grow up happy and healthy
thriving to be the best they can. I know I have made a difference as I observe each special new
moment and milestone a kitten goes through (eating their first meal ,walking and opening their
eyes!) and helping them when they need help in those early days of life. One lovely kitten Rupert
was a “swimmer” - he had splayed legs and took longer to
walk properly. It is amazing that in those first few stages of
development you can literally see their unique personality
traits. You feel as though you are on the journey with
them, right beside them walking, observing, eating and
playing for the first time! However, I have found the most
rewarding experience is helping cats with more difficult
issues!
I fostered a kitten that had real trust issues with humans,
at the age of 12 weeks she had gone through 3 homes, by
the time she came to us. I felt she had lost faith in being in
a forever home.
I knew the only cure would be consistency and time.
I had to show her I was trustworthy and be clear with her
through animal communication what was going to happen.
Luckily, a lovely friend adopted her and she has truly
blossomed in her new home. She really remembers me
when I visit, which is so touching. My friend also adopted a kitten who was born feral.
Through animal communication it came to light that she had been sadly abused when she lived on
the streets. She literally had no trust in humans at all, then with my gentle care and a little help
from a fellow HAO graduate from my training with Elizabeth Whiter at HAO she has dramatically
improved and is now thriving.
It can be really hard when I have tough cases like that. I was working with Beth a feral mother cat
who had a major mistrust in humans. I tried everything, both my mum and I communicated with
her (and I asked others to as well). I tried catnip and valerian and gentle contact with her and most
of all tones and tones of positive reinforcement, but she didn’t have enough human contact in the
cat shelter. I felt that she needed to be fostered in a home at this stage
to give her the best chance.
I offered her foster carer support with animal communication and
behaviour if required.
In the end she didn’t need it as thankfully she was offered a forever
home with her sister who was initially with us too. It was a valuable
lesson that we do not have to do everything on our own to feel
accomplished, sometimes we do need help! It’s not about us, it’s about
what is best for the cat in the end!

I always wanted to see kittens enter into this world. One day, I just happened to be around our
current mother cat at the start of her labour - seeing the miracle of life happen is so amazing!
I feel humbled, privileged, and honoured that I was entrusted by this beautiful mother Delilah to
be there, it was such a privileged to have witnessed it.
It is a wonderful feeling to know that each and every cat and kitten I
have helped will always remember me. Croydon Animal Samaritans
only operate through their amazing fosters, I have fostered both in
my house and in a cattery, cat shed. With the fundraising help of
HAO in 2019 we were able to create a wonderful warm environment
with new electrics and with HAO’s confidence in me as a foster and
healer I have developed a good working relationship with Croydon
Animal Samaritans. Incidentally they don’t just work with cats, they
offer dog fostering too! If you love cats and dogs and want to do
something to help yet perhaps don’t feel you can adopt a cat or a
dog, fostering with this charity is an amazing experience.
The Croydon Animal Samaritans can also offer financial support to
pay for food and vets bills if required. I would also suggest looking at
Animal Fostering Charities wherever you live, as there are always animals in need.
We at HAO love your story Daisy, starting from a point of loss, you have now clearly gained so
much. There are so many riches to be found in following your heart offering so much care and
support to our animal friends at this time. This demonstrates a true act of loving kindness.
We absolutely admire your compassion and understanding developed through your Healing
Animal Diploma studies at HAO
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HAO Animal Fundraising - the Heartbeat of
the Healing Animals Organisation
Fundraising for Animal Charities and Rescue Centres is the heart beat of the Healing Animals Organisation.
HAO in 2019 /20 raised thousands of pounds for vital funds for animals in need all over the world.

Thanks to our May sponsored walk, gong baths and equine massage demonstrations
we have raised vital funds for the following in 2019/20:- Muffin Pug Rescue, Monkey
Haven, Dog Rescue Cyprus, Zoorefugio Tarqui Ecuador, The Bat Hospital,
Lindsay’s Rescue Animals, International Animal Rescue - The Great Bear Rescue,
Active 8 Cyprus, Snake Shack, RSPCA Patcham, PAWS Animal Rescue and
Moorcroft Racehorse Rehabilitation Centre.

Despite Covid our beautiful animal healing work continued
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Gillian HAO graduate shares her inspirational journey
with Portugal’s Good Life Sanctuary
Santuario Animal Vida Boa – SAVB
In a small mountain town north-west of Porto is a very special sanctuary which is home to a happy
family of more than 100 rescued animals – pigs, sheep, goats, a cow, donkeys, and a jumble of
street dogs and abandoned cats. Among them are many personalities – Igor the donkey, Abrao
the crazy goat, Suki the singing dog and a troop of Vietnamese pot-bellied pigs who regularly
feature on its Facebook page*. It was also home to Miudo, a small stray dog I adopted in 2019.

Run by
Antonio Brandão, a former veterinary student who is
passionate about animal welfare and environmental causes,
the Good Life Sanctuary is based on 10-hectare farm which
provides a haven for local flora, fauna and wildlife as well as
the rescued animals. Antonio lives in a dilapidated house on
the farm, helped by a small team of part-time volunteers,
including an old friend who is a vet in nearby Vila Real.
Antonio set up the sanctuary in 2017 to provide a long-term home for the growing number of
abandoned and stray animals in the area. Many of the dogs and cats were passed through foster
homes for years without ever being adopted, while others were unadoptable, either because of
age, behavioural problems or physical challenges such as blindness, chronic health issues or
missing limbs.
After three years of hard work clearing the land, erecting fencing, installing a water system, and
building kennels and shelters, the sanctuary is beginning to take shape. Today it encompasses
areas of organic farming and agroforestry, and a small dog hotel for locals who want to leave their
pets there when they go on holiday. This provides a small income for the sanctuary, which Antonio
supplements with dog training lessons and rehabilitation, and the sale of olives and chestnuts from
the farm. He receives some donations of food from supermarkets and is fundraising through open
days in the community and the sale of small items of merchandise.
“A fundamental part our vision is animal welfare. We aim to educate people on animal welfare,
which is the first step to building respect for animal life,” he says. Sadly, only a few of his
compatriots agree with him. “The level of knowledge here is very poor – we have a lot of work to
do raising awareness.”
Antonio puts this down to three things: culture, the country’s agricultural roots and the deteriorating
economy. Many Portuguese don’t believe in neutering dogs, believing it is bad luck, and there is
no national charity to keep the numbers of stray animals in check. A few dogs are kept as pets, but
with the decline in hunting, huge numbers of stray dogs roam the streets and breed rapidly, only
for the puppies to be dumped in shelters. Cats are also considered street animals with few being
offered a home or any chance of a good life.
The situation is just as bad for working animals. Even before the pandemic, the worsening
economic situation meant that traditional farmers were abandoning the land in large numbers,
often leaving donkeys, cows and sheep to die in the fields.

Continued next page

Gillian HAO graduate shares her inspirational journey
with Portugal’s Good Life Sanctuary ContAntonio wants to change this culture and create a kinder, more respectful approach to animal life
in Portugal. He believes one way to do this to create ways for people to interact with animals.
“We show the results of treating an animal with dignity, and how humans can learn and grow from
interacting with animals,” he says. “Working with specialists with backgrounds in health,
education and social work we are developing educational encounters between animals and
children, seniors and vulnerable populations such as prisoners and at-risk youth.”
There is so much work still to be done, from spending time with the animals to build their
confidence, to giving them healing and finding ways to enrich their lives. Antonio wants to
accelerate this work by opening the sanctuary up to more volunteers in 2021. The dilapidated
house where he lives now has basic facilities for day-to-day use, while there are lots of
reasonable hotels in nearby Anelhe and wonderful places to visit en route from Porto, including
historic Braga and Guimaraes.
Antonio is especially interested in the work of the HAO, which he describes as a ray of light in the
darkness. “To know that there are people out there who share my ambitions and values has
helped me through the toughest times,” he says. “We can’t achieve all our goals alone, we want
to work with others who share our values so we can implement more and better activities.
Our sanctuary is a stepping stone for raising awareness about animal welfare and the chance of
a second life – a Good Life – for all the animals who live here.”
One little dog who was given a second chance by the sanctuary is Miudo (meaning tiny in
Portuguese) whom I adopted in 2019. I came across him by chance when I was researching dog
rescue organisations in Portugal. I’d just come back from holiday in the Algarve, where I’d been
troubled by the memory of a small brown street dog sitting outside a supermarket begging for
food. I called a local shelter to report him and ask them to look out for him. Back in the UK,
I couldn’t believe the number of dogs waiting for homes in Portugal, many of them spending their
entire lives in dirty municipal kennels.
The sight of Miudo’s hopeful little face touched my heart. Found abandoned on the streets of Vila
Real aged 2 months, he’d been passed between foster carers and aged 6 was facing the rest of
his life in the sanctuary. I contacted Antonio and we agreed to meet in Vila Real in June 2019.
From the moment I saw this little dog he took my breath away – sensitive, swift and with the
famously expressive Podengo eyes. Antonio arranged his vaccinations and passport and took
him to an arranged pick-up spot for the transportation to the UK (36 hours by land, across Spain
and France). When we collected him in the UK, he jumped into my car and then into my arms
when we got home. I can’t imagine life without him now.
Antonio would be the first to say that Miudo was a dog in a million – many rescue dogs and cats
have complex challenges and take time to settle in their new environments and as pets. However,
knowing the history and background of the animal is an important part of the rehabilitation, and
as a dog behaviourist, Antonio is very careful only to offer those animals that are suitable for
re-homing. He wants every dog who is capable of becoming a pet to find a home, as this frees
up space for those who remain unadoptable.
There are many more dogs and cats waiting for their own chance of a good life. I hope you will
join me in 2021 and in the years to come as we work with Antonio to find homes for all these
beautiful animals and build an even better life for all the ones left in his care.
facebook.com/santuarioanimalvidaboa/

Miudo at home, in London with Gillian
Miudo as a young dog in the shelter

HAO have been volunteering in Portugal for many years and we are committed to
volunteering with Gillian in 2021 (Covid/travelling permitted)
If you are interested in joining us please email

elizabeth@healinganimals.org
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Jane HAO Graduate healer volunteers at the Blue Cross
Every Cloud has a Silver Lining…
About five years ago whilst doing a very busy yet increasingly unsatisfying corporate role, I started to
feel that I wanted to do something that added more joy and a sense of service into my life and so
despite the fact that at the time I was flying over to the US every other week for work, I decided to
start volunteering. My choice of where to do that was pretty simple for me as I knew that I wanted to
work with our animal friends and there is a Blue Cross Centre only a few miles away from where I
live. At the time I only had a few hours that I could give and so didn't want to be travelling too far in
order to do that. In addition, as my thoughts were moving to a career change to working with
animals, I thought that a big charity like the Blue Cross would also have the training structures in
place that would enable me to really learn a great deal. That proved to be the case and my time
volunteering has given me more practical and theoretical knowledge than I could have imagined.
In my heart I feel very strongly about supporting small charities, so I also ensure that any fundraising
that I do, benefits those charities.
Much has changed for me in those five years and I now volunteer two mornings a week minimum
and I can't imagine my life without it. The Centre is only a small animal site, with two modern kennel
blocks, two catteries and a small animal’s area, although most of the latter are fostered off site.
My day to day work involves feeding and cleaning each of the animals' enclosures and a deep clean
of the area that I am working in that day. When I first started I was surprised at the amount of
cleaning, but now understand the importance of this, as disease and infection can spread so rapidly
in a rescue environment. I have to say it's very hands on and hard physical work, which should not
be underestimated. The rest of my time, I am with the animals, walking, playing and socialising them.
I also get involved in our rehoming process, ensuring that we match the right animal to the right
home.
As I have volunteered for such a long time, I am trusted to undertake a lot of tasks and work by
myself and this fact meant that after our first lockdown, they asked me whether I would return to the
Centre, despite other volunteers not being able to come back on site. This has been wonderful for
me and also has been important for the Blue Cross, as they are operating with a reduced team whilst
the need for services has grown. Sadly with many people losing their jobs due to the pandemic,
animals are being surrendered, as their guardians can no longer afford to keep them or are being
forced to move.
One of the big changes that has happened this year is that we have been forced to try and get more
animals into foster care, rather than at the Centre due to the reduced staff numbers. This has had an
unexpected upside, as we have found that those animals respond much better to being in a home
environment. We also learn much more about them and so it is easier and quicker to find them
suitable homes. Clearly any animal with any medical, behavioural or social challenge has to remain
at the Centre. Again working with reduced numbers we are able to work closer and more intensely
with them rehoming them quicker. Ironically, a process that was forced upon us by the situation this
year has proved to be an advantage and we will be trying to use this foster model more in the future.
Obviously in order for that to work, we need a team of great fosterers, so are always looking for
wonderful people to do this.
Over the years, I have been drawn to working with some of the most behaviourally challenged
animals, particularly cats as I have seen, even in rescue, how little is understood about these
wonderful animals behaviour. I have had a lot of success working one to one with cats that were
originally deemed to be pretty un-rehomeable and this has brought me so much joy! As well as the
respect and trust of my colleagues at the Centre. Indeed they laughingly call me "The Cat Whisperer"
and when a tricky case comes in, they now call them one of "Jane's Cats"! Working with these
amazing felines has taught me so much more than any studying in isolation could have done, it has
also been a wonderful way to put into practice what I have learnt from my Animal Healing Diploma at
HAO. Knowing that there are cats now happily in their forever homes, that I supported, is just so
satisfying. I have received lots of fabulous thank you messages from both the team and new
guardians.
I can't imagine ever not volunteering, as I have met some wonderful people and huge numbers of
amazing animals, all of whom have touched my heart. There are of course difficult times as
occasionally a story won't have a happy ending and life and death decisions have to be made.
Yet, again I feel that I can play an important part, as I am always comfortable to be with an animal at
the end to ensure that their transition is peaceful and they are surrounded by love.
The animals I have and continue to work with, bring me so much joy and constantly show me how I
want to live my life. As I now embark upon even deeper studying to become a Feline Behaviouralist,
I am so thankful to all of the wonderful felines that have shined a light upon this path for me.

We at HAO love your story Jane. It is one of heartfelt joy. You have followed your heartfelt intentions and created
your own dreams through your wonderful volunteering. We are so proud to have you under the HAO golden
wings of Loving Kindness towards all creatures. You have clearly made a difference to the lives of so many
beautiful animals. It is so lovely to read about your ongoing volunteering during these difficult times, the absolutely
deserved trust bestowed to you through your outstanding dedication. It really is every cloud has a silver lining with
your newly adopted fostering model for rehoming. We wish you much success in your continued development as
an HAO Graduate in Animal Healing.

Susan HAO graduate volunteers in the Californian desert and offers a lifeline to cats and
dogs in her care
I don’t do well without animals. I need the daily presence of that pure soul, that warm touch, that
silly creature who constantly reminds me that, there is a realm beyond work and distraction,
beyond the business of the human brain.
I’m awaiting my return to the UK, when I can leave the military base where I work, as thirteen
months ago I sent my lovely dogs back to the UK, away from the dangers of an isolated American
location with limited, poor quality veterinarians. I thought I would be following soon after, however
Covid and lockdowns had other ideas.
While I’d hoped that I would be with my boys again soon, I decided to become a volunteer at the
town’s animal shelter here in California. Having completed all my HAO Diplomas with Liz and run
my own ferret rescue centre in the UK, I was up for anything! When I was interviewed, I explained
that I would do any work they needed. I would clean and lift and carry, and when time allowed, I
hoped I could also help socialize and heal the animals. Friends said to me “I don’t think I could do
it, I’d become too attached”. Well guess what? It’s not about you, it’s about showing up for the
animals. We claim to love them, and that’s well and good. If we do, then we show up.

Last January, a beautiful Border Collie had been “Surrendered
by owner” because he had bitten someone. When this
beautiful, terrified creature was led into the kennel, my heart
sank. Dog bites in America often lead to immediate euthanasia.
Alex was a full grown boy, with the typical long, flowing tail of
the breed. But his tail was tucked as far as possible beneath
his body, and his face was turned away, with only one eye
tracking the humans who were now in control. I was certain he
wondered what had happened to his home and his people.

I volunteered every day I didn’t have to work, so two or three
days each week, I saw Alex. I would sit outside his kennel,
turned slightly away, and talk with him, sending love and healing. After a few visits, I ventured
inside, keeping to the far end. This had to be on his terms, as so much had been taken from him.
I sang his praises to the shelter staff, attempting to buy him time. More days passed as I simply sat
quietly for a few minutes at a time. One day I watched from the corner of my eye as he hesitantly
approached, then retreat. After a third day of this, he gently touched my elbow with his nose, then
quickly turned away. Soon, he approached and rested his nose on my knee. He allowed my gentle
touch as I told him how beautiful he was. Another week on, and he approached more willingly when
I entered. The next step was vital; get him outside. “We can’t get a lead on him”, they told me.
And it was true. Approach him with anything that looked like a lead and he immediately retreated.
“What about just a collar to start”, I asked. “You can try”. After a couple visits during which I simply
held it and let him sniff, I placed a bright orange collar gently around his neck, and left it very loose.
The next Saturday, I walked in with a lead. Without drama I placed it around his neck, and we
walked out.
Alex became more confident once outside, as I hoped he would. But he wasn’t out of danger yet.
Now he needed a human who would love him enough to understand his fears, and help him walk
through them. He still had the label of “a biter” because the shelter had to expose his history.
Months passed. Every weekend I went to the shelter and looked at the board in the office. Yes!
Alex’s name was still there, which meant he hadn’t been put down. Now, his long, beautiful tail
waved and his eyes smiled when we played in the yard. He was still wary of strangers, but one
day a woman came to visit him. As I always do when I have the opportunity, I spent time with them.
Shelter animals will often completely ignore a prospective adopter. They don’t know these people!
So I will stay as a familiar presence, singing their praises and what I’ve learned about them. “He
knows ‘sit, and has a soft mouth. Sometimes he’ll give his paw. I find he’s better with a harness
than a collar.” Many humans think their perfect dog or cat will run up to them with bright eyes, and
want to play. When they don’t, they say “he ignored me, we didn’t connect”. And as much as I don’t
want those humans to take an animal if they’re that ignorant (let’s be honest), I also don’t want the
animals to be put down because they are “hard to home”.
A few people understand. I told this woman how Alex had come in so frightened and betrayed,
and how he had blossomed with trust. That I was certain he had bitten out of fear and just needed
someone who wouldn’t let him down.
The next Saturday, Alex wasn’t on the board. I held my breath as I asked. Yes! He’d been adopted.
While I was sad I wouldn’t see him again, I sent a silent prayer out that he had gone to the right
person.
This past Friday, I was driving in town, and saw a magnificent Border
Collie running alongside a woman on the path. The dog was tethered
to her waste with a jogger’s bungee-type lead. I had to know, so I
pulled into the next road, parked, and walked back to this stranger.
“Sorry to interrupt, is this Alex from the shelter?” “Yes!” she replied.
I explained that I was a volunteer and had known Alex during that
time. “He was so scared and hesitant when he first arrived” I told her.
“Yes”, she replied, “we had some of that in the early months.
But he’s come a long way, and he is very loved.” During our chat,
Alex looked at me and at his human, and at the passing cars.
It would have warmed my heart if he had recognised me and wagged
his tail for a cuddle. But it wasn’t about me.
My work was done. It was about the rest of his life with this family.
My heart filled not with his greeting, but with the conclusion to his
story.

Shelter volunteers rarely get to know the outcome, we can only hope. We clean and do the laundry,
we soothe and visit. We heal and “sell those dogs”. Often, we cry. Sometimes, we celebrate.
We show up.
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Saffron, student HAO healer shares her volunteering at
Animals in Need Rescue Centre
Only You Can Make it Happen! Happy Mondays…
I left the final module of the Animal Healing Diploma inspired and full of energy, Liz had said at some
point during the module “MAKE IT HAPPEN” these words stuck with me. I got home on the Sunday
evening, phoned the rescue centre on Wednesday, (thinking I would be put on a waiting list due to
Covid-19 and lockdown. I thought they would not be taking on any new volunteers) I actually went for
an induction on Saturday, this involved a tour of the site, health and safety, a chat about expectations, my HAO animal Diploma experiences and I started volunteering on the Monday morning.
I wanted to volunteer at a rescue centre for a long time, and due to a change in my personal
circumstances I was now able to, I had also been able to start the HAO Animal healing course which
had given me the courage and confidence to move forward. My hope for volunteering was to gain
experience around different animals and to help them in what maybe a stressful situation.
I grounded, attuned and focused myself before leaving home, an invaluable tool I have learned from
HAO. I was paired up with another volunteer Nichole to show me the ropes. We worked with the
cats, they have 3 cat blocks cats, kittens and isolation. The cats get to come out of their enclosure
and run the corridor whilst we are cleaning and you get them back in with wet food. Each pen will
only take 15minutes or so depending on how many cats are in there and the boys and young cats do
seem to make a lot of mess. I had a lovely morning with the cats cleaning out their enclosures and
spending time with them. I spoke to one of the managers and asked if I could take a little longer and
just spend some time with the cats to help them socialise and if I could bring them some
enrichments: they welcomed this.
I came in with some catnip from HAO and rose buds from my garden, the catnip was the big winner!
Boots, a new female cat who had only been in the centre for a few days spent over 15 minutes rolling
and laying in the catnip, I was keeping my eye on her as I cleaned the enclosure and when I finished
I just sat on the floor, observed her and offered healing, I did not want to disturb or rush her she was
very content in the tray, when she did come out I sat stroking her for a moment and put her back in
her enclosure.

The cats reacted differently to the catnip, some were eating it, the adolescent brothers loved the
catnip and took turns to roll in it, one would then zoom up and down the corridor and the other just
wanted a big fuss, and his purr got louder. I sat crossed legged on the floor so he could sit on my lap
as he wanted that contact and I began healing. Houdini, a 5 month old deaf male is very friendly in
his pen but shy to come out. I put the catnip in the doorway for him and once he got a sniff of it and
had a little roll around I was able to move it out slightly so that he was in the corridor having a
positive experience. One of the Romanian cats loved the rose buds smelling the tub and taking them
out with his mouth to smell individually and then leaving them.

Continued next page

Saffron, student HAO healer shares her volunteering at
Animals in Need Rescue Centre —cont Only You Can Make it Happen! Happy Mondays…

All of the cats seemed to really enjoy the enrichments and going forward I will be bringing in different
things for them. HAO are supporting me with cat enrichment ideas.
I have also been working in the kitten block, and they have 3 semi feral kittens, they were all hidden
away in beds when I went in with them and Troy was hissing at me, when I got to close to his bed.
I grounded and attuned to peace and love as I moved around slowly trying not scare them, talking to
them in a soft voice the whole time, I stayed with them staying very still and sending love and
healing. I fed them and moved onto my next pen; a mamma and three kittens very well socialised
who just wanting to play. Two of the feral kittens were out and watching so I sat interacting with the
mum and kittens so the feral cats could see the interaction with me and get a little more comfortable
with humans and hopefully get rehomed.
I have also been working in the wildlife room with the hedgehogs as some of them are sick and some
need extra weight on them and will be released in spring. All of them are adorable. I had to clean
them out and check for ticks and fleas, some are very shy and will ball up straight away whilst others
were looking around sniffing the air.

I am so happy I contacted the centre and got to volunteer; every Monday is now a happy Monday for
me. I feel like I am helping the animals and I love every moment there, even the stinky Hog poo has
not put me off. I get up early in the morning, so I have time to fully ground myself and open my heart
to love. I give my full attention to the animal I am with at that time, I am sure they pick up on this and
appreciate my calmness around them. The centre has worked hard and has many reserved animals
in their new homes for this second lockdown. All the staff and volunteers are passionate about
animals and their welfare, they are truly lovely people. The centre has lost a lot of volunteers due to
lockdown, as some are shielding or living with family that are vulnerable, so I am starting to do a
Friday morning too. My name is now firmly on the rota.
Volunteering has helped me apply the wonderful knowledge I have gained from the Healing Animals
Diploma, it simply all falls into place and helps me to have a deeper connection with the animals.

What a beautiful story Saffron. We at HAO love your devotion and commitment to ensuring
that every life matters. This is such an inspiring tale of Lockdown Volunteering. You have
shared the great value of this work with all our HAO graduates and in doing so, we hope it
will too inspire others to volunteer however little time you may have… a little gift of time
goes a very long way! Your observation to give you full attention to the animal you are with
is one of great insight – we can apply this to all our actions for a much more positive
outcome.
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Amanda HAO student healer shares her volunteering
experiences at

For the last twenty-five plus years, The Suffolk, and Essex Small Animal Welfare (SESAW)
charity, has been devoted to caring for animals. Whether they are wild, abandoned, sick,
injured, or homeless, SESAW has been there for every one of them. The routine day to day
care of the animals is carried out by caring volunteers of all ages. The volunteers are always
on hand to give plenty of love affection and cuddles with a few treats thrown in.
The SESAW menagerie consists of all types of birds, wildfowl, sheep, goats, chickens, pigs,
rabbits, guinea pigs, owls, cats, dogs, and a couple of ponies.
Many of the geese, chickens and ducks roam freely around the area during the day. It is a
wonderful haven of trees, bushes, plants and shrubs and its laissez-faire design provides an
enriching back drop to an assortment of kennels,
hutches, catteries and enclosures these animals call
home.

Mother hen and her spring chicks.So cute!

I started working as a volunteer in March of 2020. The
other volunteers were all very welcoming and I have
made some lovely friends. I was amazed at the variety
of animals and we are all deeply passionate and
committed to their wellbeing.

I remember my first day clearly. I helped one of the
ladies feed chickens and ducks. It was very cold, wet, and miserable. I had no gloves, so my
hands were cold from cleaning and rinsing the water bowls, yet I loved every minute of it.
As, I had left my phone in my car, I had no idea of the time, so liberating to be free of
external pressures. I felt totally rejuvenated.
Once the lockdown came into force, some of the volunteers had to isolate. So I found myself
walking, cleaning, and playing with the dogs. There are some real characters amongst the
canines.
It is very emotive, as some of the dogs will never be rehomed. They may be elderly, infirm,
or perhaps do not get on well in their new homes and then are returned to SESAW. They
are nevertheless, always happy to see people, have a cuddle and go for a walk or a play
about
in the field. They are well aware of who
brings the best treats. Incidentally,
Wednesdays are now sardine treat day.
New residents can sometimes be quite
shell shocked, it is heart breaking to see.
Their world is turned upside down
everything is unfamiliar and they are so
bewildered. Thankfully there is plenty of
love and attention to go round to all.
They soon come out of their shell and
thankfully most are happily re-homed swiftly.
I have experienced a combination of conflicting emotions, feeling sad to see these confused
pets arrive and a little sad to see them go, after you have spent time getting to know them.
Yet absolutely delighted that they have somewhere new to call home.
Some of the permanent residents can be sponsored. For example, Maisie the dog, Peggy
the pig and Olive the owl.
I have been volunteering now for seven months it has been a wonderful experience during
these times of adversity to ground myself. I am now extremely fortunate to be able to offer
healing to the animals at the centre, putting to good use the skills and experience I acquired
during The Healing Animal Diploma at HAO. Healing is such a wonderful thing to offer for
the happiness and comfort of these regrettably displaced animals. I feel privileged to be able
to offer this wonderful gift and thankful for the people at SESAW who are willing to support
my endeavors in the world of animal rescue. I am extremely grateful to HAO for the
continued support and connectedness of our beautiful healing work with animals.
I would strongly encourage any HAO student or graduate that has even a couple of hours a week
spare, to share that time at their local rescue centre with the animals and actively take part in enriching
their lives and yours. www.sesaw.co.uk
We at HAO feel that volunterering is its’ own reward, giving your time and energy to serve others is
both enriching and purposeful. You become “One” with creating love and compassion for all life forms
on our beautiful planet.
Photos on next page

Amanda HAO student healer shares her volunteering
experiences at

Maisie

Crystal

The sheep tucking into lunch

One of the Pekin ducks having a rest

A gift from one of
the dogs I was
giving healing to.

The Indian Runner ducks deciding which way to flee
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Amanda HAO graduate animal and equine healer shares an equine
heartfelt moment

Dear Liz I hope you and all your 4-legged friends are well. I thought you would like to
know that I have been treating a horse that was rehomed from Moorcroft Racehorse
Rehab Centre in 2009. It has been a wonderful experience to work with this delightful
mare and her guardian who have both come through so much.
I have such lovely memories practising as a student on my Equine Healing Diploma at
Moorcroft with HAO. Therefore, it has meant a great deal to have really made a
difference to this horse's life, as she has had behavioural problems including
flashbacks going back to her racing days.
During the course of this year, after doing several communications on friends' animals,
using the skills I acquired at HAO. This year I felt drawn to pursuing animal
communication in more depth, expanding on my existing studies as it is such a
fascinating and complex subject. This has helped me enormously with this horse giving
me valuable insight into her character and a sense of who she is and why at times, she
was exhibiting such extreme behaviour. I found that opening communication with her
before healing sessions created a very powerful link between us.
She had told me in the communication that she would recognise my energy and I felt a
bond with her as soon as I met her. It was a very powerful experience on every level for
me and incredibly rewarding and fulfilling to be able to help her.
I asked the guardian if she would be happy to write a testimonial for me for my website.
It is wonderfully relevant, so heartfelt –
“healing would probably be what horses would choose for themselves too,
if only they had that choice!”
I also thought Mary at Moorcroft Racehorse Rehabilitation who works closely with HAO
would love to know what an amazing guardian this horse has.
A guardian actively committed to helping her horse get over past traumas, perfect for
this beautiful wonderful horse.
We at HAO love that you are offering wonderful healing and exploring your animal
communication further.
We actively encourage our graduates to seek CPD.
Amanda is a fabulous Equine Healing Graduate that has also completed
Equine Massage Therapy at HAO. This is a wonderful time to consider learning new
skills that will serve and perhaps awaken others.

Amanda with her beautiful horse DIVO

HAO Calendar of Events 2021
Please email for further information elizabeth@healinganimals.org
Healing Animals Organisation Website
It gives me great pleasure to unveil the HAO calendar of Continued Professional Development
Courses/Workshops/Animal Fundraisers and ZOOM 2021
All events are held at Chealsfield Sussex unless otherwise stated. If you would like more
information on any of the below please email elizabeth@healinganimals.org

January 2021
5th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
27th ZOOM HAO Adventure into Creative Mindfulness 7-9pm
31st Be your own Boss! Business Workshop 10-5pm spaces available
February 2021
2nd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
March 2021
2nd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
3rd Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing 10-5pm
4 - 7th One year Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication
April 2021
6th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
11th HAO Practical Dog Training Skills Workshop with Michelle Garvey
May 2021
4th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
8th HAO Anniversary Sponsored Fundraiser Walk and tea and cakes
9th Introduction to Singing Bowls: practical fun day playing a range of Himalayan
bowls with Aidan Mcintyre 10-5pm
29 -30th Relax HAO Equine Massage: Level One module 1 9.30-5pm
June 2021
1st ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
1st Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
3th -6th Diploma in Equine Healing & Communication
24 - 27th Practitioner Diploma in Animal Sensory and Food Enrichment
July 2021
1 - 4th Practitioner Diploma in Equine Sensory and Food Enrichment
6th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
31st Relax HAO Equine Massage: Level One module 2 9.30– 5pm
August 2021
1st Relax HAO Equine Massage: Level One module 2 9.30– 5pm
3rd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
26 _30th Diploma in Equine Healing & Communication
Continue next page

HAO Calendar of Events 2021
September 2021
5th Animal Communication Workshop 10-5pm
7th Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
7th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
9 -12th Diploma in Animal Healing & Communication commences

October 2021
5th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm

November 2021
2nd Foundation in Animal and Equine Healing Day 10-5pm
2nd ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm
11th-12th Relax HAOK9 Massage: Level one 9.30-5pm

December 2021
7th ZOOM Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm

May the PAWS be with you......!
All my love Elizabeth Whiter XX
Principal Healing Animals Organisation
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